RINL-VSP celebrates Rashtriya Ekta Diwas

RINL-Visakhapatnam Steel Plant observed Rashtriya Ekta Diwas by organizing "Run for Unity" on the occasion of birth anniversary of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel and paid tributes to the Iron Man of India today in Ukkunagaram.

Sri KC Das, Director (Personnel) RINL flagged off "Run for Unity" in which large number of school children and employees of RINL participated with full enthusiasm. Sri RP Srivatsav, Executive Director (Corporate Affairs), Sri RV Rao, GM(HR), officials from Sports Department participated in the programme. Rashtriya Ekta Diwas Pledge to maintain the Unity and Integrity of the Nation was taken by the employees in various departments in VSP. Several competitions on the theme Unity & Diversity were conducted in the schools to mark the occasion. Several display boards were also put up in the plant, township and nearby schools etc. on the occasion.
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